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By Herbert S. Klein

Ivan R Dee, Inc, United States, 1989. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. In this first detailed
comparison of the workings and effects of slavery in two New
World colonies, Herbert Klein dramatically confirms formerly
untested theories about institutional differences in Latin
American and North American slavery. He explains in large
measure why blacks have achieved greater social integration
and occupational mobility in Latin America than they have in
the North. Similar in their racial proportions and in their
plantation agriculture, Cuba and Virginia make excellent
comparative models. Mr. Klein s pathbreaking analysis
considers legal structures, religion, economic development,
and the position of freedmen. His conclusions provide essential
background for understanding some of the complexities of
contemporary race relations.
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is great. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lucious McDer m ott-- Lucious McDer m ott

The publication is fantastic and great. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just very happy to
inform you that this is the greatest publication i actually have read in my very own daily life and could be he very best
ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of . Alvis Wucker t-- Pr of . Alvis Wucker t
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